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Social games have been around for quite some time now. We're all guilty of playing this deceptively simple yet very addictive app for hours. Now that everything is packed into our trusty Droids, there's a whole new level of mobile interaction that makes this game even more appealing. Meeting? Check out a few on our
list:1. Japanese Life Japan Life starts you as the mayor of a small Oriental town. Your mission is to create enough hotels, hot springs, restaurants, temples and other attractions that will make you a tourist attraction. Grow a small piece of paradise and watch samurai, geisha and ninja go. Invite your friends to visit you -
you can rank popular on the global list. Japan Life was even more interesting to experience the seasonal theme.2 If you are a football/football fan top eleven, this app is for you. Top Eleven, one of the most played sports games on Facebook, is not just about transforming the team into a coach and manager and deciding
what uniforms the team should wear. You need to increase your skills in training your people, managing your own finances, and preparing for other games. What we think is that you can actually buy and sell team members through online bidding with other players, and you can even watch the team's live matches. We
won't want to ruin your experience by leaking everything, so download the app and browse the interface to be very customizable.3 Restaurant Story Design design your own online restaurant and help your customers come! Restaurant City boasts really neat graphics and custom menus. Literally discover hundreds of
accessible dishes or continue cooking to make your own secret recipes. For more fun, invite your Facebook friends to your neighbors.4. The village of Smurf smurf was able to destroy their homes, and the poor blue nome had nowhere to go. Help them to create a new village. You start with a plot of one mushroom and
the land you need to cultivate. Plant crops and grow territory by planting mushrooms and creating different structures such as houses, roads and bridges. Enjoy cute mini-games or connect with your friends via Facebook to visit Smurfs Village online and send virtual gifts.5 In our humble opinion, Angry Thunder 2 Lite, this
is probably one of the most enjoyable multiplayer racing apps on the platform. Compete with friends with nicely animated 3D cars and great environments. Buy a ride upgrade and another player bites the dust. Still not enough? You can get more with the full version.6. Imagine a fast-paced real-time scrabble game on a
word droid with friends - it's basically a word with your friends. The difference is that if you want to win, you should be happy to put a letter on the board and trigger, half You don't even have to worry much about vocabulary at times. There is a lot of strategy, a little luck, and a lot of patience because installing this app can
tear between frustration and addiction.7 You've probably heard about Parallel Kingdoms because you've probably been around for some time now, but it probably doesn't change the fact that there are most innovative location-based massive multiplayer games. Use your map of your real neighbors and use diplomacy or
war to conquer as many positions as possible. From there you need to build your virtual society and expand your fortress alone or with friends. Build a whole new world through the real world, and experience a very deep gaming interface that supports dungeons, encounters of creatures, discovered cities and seas and
even economies. We hope you enjoy this game - don't blame us if you suddenly find yourself fascinated! FPS Games (first person shooter) is one of the most exciting game genres. It is by far one of the most popular genres. It also features high-value games such as Halo, Call of Duty, Battlefield, destiny, and more.
Believe it or not, there is actually a healthy supply of FPS games on Android that you can dig into. If you've prepared trigger finger, there are now the best FPS games on Android. Most of these require at least half a decent device to play. They tend to have heavy graphics, high demand for internet usage, and is usually
just a high resource consumption game. Fortnite is another great FPS game for Android, but it's not listed here because it's not in the Play Store. You can click here for installation instructions if you want to try one! Call of Duty: Mobile Critical OpsDead Effect 2Hitman Sniper Infinite OpsInto Dead 2Modern Battles 5NOVA
Legacy PUBG Mobile Shadowgun War Game Price: Call of Duty Free: The biggest game launch in mobile mobile game history. It also helps that people actually like the game. It is a fairly standard online FPS shooting game with regular PvP as well as 100 player battle royalmode. Regular PvP includes standard
deathmatches with some iterations. Players can customize the equipment and unlock more stuff. It's a relatively new game compared to most FPS games, but it's already one of the biggest names in all mobile games. Critical Opsprice: Free play on Important Ops is one of the new FPS games. It is technically still in
public beta without a full release. In this thing, you can choose to be part of an anti-terrorist unit and stop the destruction or play as a terrorist and cause destruction. It features an online multiplayer mode, leaderboardand decent graphics to create a pretty complete overall experience. The game has evolved substantially
from the beginning. And PUBG Mobile or Fortnite.Dead Effect managed to become one of the truly great FPS games on Android named 2Price: Free Playdead Effects 2 is a sci-fi FPS game with elements of horror, survival, and RPG. You can play as the main character and choose one of the three main characters. In
addition, you will have tons of level-up equipment, weapons, and body implants throughout the course of the looking game. There are more than 20 hours of campaigns and options for upgrades. Of course, you can also level the character. It's fantastic graphics as well. This is one of the better FPS games for players who
enjoy more stories and campaigns than competitive matchmaking. Hitman Sniper Price: $4.99 In-App Buy Hitman: Sniper is one of the more unique FPS games. Your character is seen as a sniper rifle and is located outside the building. Your mission is to get different goals without anyone questioning your location. The
game includes more than 150 missions, various sniper rifles to unlock, and also has several strategy elements. It's relatively inexpensive and can be a lot of fun if you prefer a little more strategy than raw, super fast action. Infinity OpsPrice: Free play to Infinity Ops is one of the new FPS games on mobile at the time of
this writing. It starts with a different name and soon re-branded. Boast ingesting multiplayer online competitive experience in a sci-fi environment. The game offers average social features, clans, various in-game weapons, jetpacks and features that exceed various game modes. Graphics and dynamics are also very good
compared to most average FPS games. Most of the feedback from the game is surprisingly positive except for those who run into bugs. Dead as 2Price: Dead is one of the 2 new FPS games that died with free play. It features a lot of the same dynamics from the first. You run through a field of surviving zombies. Players
get tons of weapons to unlock and upgrade. This variant also includes dog companions with some strategic elements as well. The graphics are above average. It also plays well to become a mobile game and includes multiple endings. This game has an amazing amount of depth for being a mobile game. It is a premium
game and is never ideal. However, it is still an excellent FPS game. Modern Battle 5: ESports Price: Free PlayModern Combat 5 is one of the most popular and mainstream FPS games on mobile. The game comes with some decent graphics, tons of content, online multiplayer, and more. Its popularity virtually guarantees
that there are people online who will always play together or about. It also comes with campaign mode, level-up and six character classes to customize, as well as hardware controller support. It all adds a very solid experience. Nowadays, the game even promotes eSport.NOVA Legacy Price: The latest title from the
franchise of free playnova legacy popular FPS games. It is a sci-fi shooting game that comes with full campaign mode, decent graphics, multiple game modes, and online multiplayer mode. You can also build and upgrade weapons. Some third features include leaderboards, character customization, and death cam
replays in multiplayer mode. It is a primium game. It feels and can play differently than its predecessors. Still, it is one of the best. But don't believe the 20MB claim. It's much bigger than that. PUBG Mobile and PUBG Mobile Lightprice: Free Play PUBG Mobile is a mobile port of fps games that are very popular on
consoles and PCs. This game drops you to the island with a total of 100 players. The goal is to stand the last remaining. The map also contains equipment, weapons, and vehicles. It's surprisingly good for how new it is. In addition, dynamics are above average, for mobile FPS games. Fortnite is another great option for
the same FPS sub-genre as PUBG Mobile. There are also some decent PUBG mobile clones as well. Shadow Army War Game Price: Free Play Shadow Gun War game is the latest game by Mad finger games, the developers of the popular Midi, Shadow Guns, Dead Trigger franchise (also the great first person
shooter). This one plays a lot like overwatch and the same title. It's all online PvP with a variety of characters with different abilities. The Play Store rating is a bit low so this one had a bit of a rough release, but the update solved many issues. Other games in MADFINGER can easily make this list. If we missed some of
the best FPS games for Android, tell us about them in the comments! Comments!
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